Donor Advised funds active in 2020
Donor advised funds provide a practical and valuable alternative to setting up
your own charity or charitable trust whilst also benefitting from access to the
community foundation’s resources and local relationship support.

Fund name

Image/logo

Purpose

Beard Charitable
Foundation

Support charity and community work by Beard
staff, wherever possible matching funds raised
by individuals or teams; to make occasional
larger strategic donations; to engage with
young people in schools and colleges to
promote construction as a career.

Black Minds Matter UK

Set up in 2020 to enable black people to get
specialised help by connecting them with
professional mental health services across the
U.K.

Brethertons Community
Fund

Support both charities and community
projects working throughout the Brethertons
trading area, including both Oxfordshire and
Warwickshire.

David and Claudia
Harding Foundation

Support Oxfordshire Community Foundation
as a patron fund, contributing towards OCF’s
strategic programmes and philanthropic
activities.

Eynsham Museum Fund

Support a project with the aim of raising
sufficient monies to establish a museum in the
village to display the history, nurture the pride
of the community and provide an inspiration
for future generations.

Her Majesty’s Diamond
Jubilee Legacy Fund for
East Oxford

Support vulnerable and disadvantaged groups
and individuals in East Oxford. One of the key
aims is to recognise and encourage charities
that demonstrate partnership working across
faiths and cultures.

High Sheriff of
Oxfordshire’s Charitable
Fund

Assist the current and future High Sheriffs of
Oxfordshire in raising money for charitable
purposes. In the shrieval year 2020- 2021,
this fund is supporting Oxfordshire Community
Foundation in its 25th year.
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Oxfordshire Community Foundation

Fund name

Image/logo

Purpose

Jane Wates Patron Fund

Enable a strategic focus on supporting young
children - both preschool age and in school
attendance, with priority for ages 2-11, and
their families to help improve their general
health, wellbeing and life outcomes.

Legacy for a Legend

Supply local community and sports clubs with
defibrillators
and
support
organisations
providing others with the opportunity to try
some of the activities that were enjoyed by the
fundholder’s deceased husband, such as music
or sport.

Mactaggart Fund

Award grants to organisations working to
support those suffering from depression,
mental health and more widely women’s
related issues e.g. domestic violence, sexual
abuse and rape.

The Maggie Evans Fund

Support projects aimed at inspiring children
aged 5–18 to discover a love of stories and
develop their own interests and potential
through an enjoyment of reading. Family fund
in memory of literary agent Maggie Evans.

Meech Centenary Trust

Support projects aimed at providing young
adults aged 15–25 with education or with help
back into work. Geographically based around
the Witney and West Oxfordshire area, where
the company is based.

Midcounties Co-operative
Community Fund

Support a range of community causes local to
the footprint of Midcounties Cooperative stores
throughout Oxfordshire.

Our Common Good

An accelerator for early stage charities or
social enterprises, which have the ability to
scale and be replicated on a national basis. Its
goal is to start locally and to then grow by
attracting new funding for innovative and
investable projects.

Our Sankalpa

Invest in people with the vision and ability to
bring about systemic change, and positively
shape our world for the future.
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Donor advised funds 2020

Fund name

Image/logo

Purpose

Relate Oxfordshire Trust

For the continuation of relationship counselling
support and related services, primarily for the
benefit of local people living in Oxfordshire.

Royds Withy King

Support Oxfordshire Community Foundation
as a patron fund, contributing towards OCF’s
strategic programmes and philanthropic
activities.

Saunders Family Fund

For the Saunders family to continue the legacy
of giving supported by their late mother
Margaret.

Step Change Fund

Focused on improving social outcomes by
funding transformational change in voluntary
sector organisations, enabling the funded
organisation to achieve sustainable increases
in service delivery to beneficiaries and to
strengthen its financial viability.

Snyder Moon Family Fund

To support local charitable organisations
addressing issues as identified in OCF’s
Oxfordshire Uncovered report.

Surviving Winter

Support small, volunteer-led community
groups across the county that are helping
anyone living in isolation, leading to loneliness
and ill health – particularly during the winter
months.

The Daymark Fund

Support the development of place-based
giving. Encourage and reward academic
excellence and potential.

The Taylor Family Fund

Support local charitable organisations helping
those who are vulnerable and disadvantaged,
with an emphasis on those that provide
educational enrichment to enhance learning,
and sports opportunities provided ‘out of
school’.

The Tim Stockdale
Foundation

Set up in memory of British show jumping star
Tim Stockdale to support and enable
participation across all sports disciplines with
an emphasis on emerging young talent.

Westgate Fund

Creating a city that is about more than
shopping. Established by John Lewis and
brings together companies that want to make
Oxford an inclusive, healthy and happy place
where everyone thrives, and no-one is left
behind.
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